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Cooking with Gold

COOKING WITH GOLD
By Mike Alexander

S

affron is a spice that has been sort after by
cooks for millennia. It brings an aroma and
depth of flavor to cooking that is so subtle
that it has always been the most expensive
of spices with a value often exceeding that
of gold. The spice is derived from the dried stigma
of the Crocus sativus, a small purple flower native
to the Himalayan Mountains.

thousand years. Its first recorded history dates
back to 1550 BC in Asia and it gradually made
its way to Europe carried by traders, merchants
and smugglers. Along the way it was used by
Cleopatra and the Pharoans as both an aromatic
and seductive essence and is purported to have
been smuggled into England hidden in the
cane of a returning pilgrim. The town of Saffron
Walden was, at one time, a big producer and still
bears that name today.

Saffron based pigments were found in
prehistoric paints in cave art dating back fifty
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Saffron has lost none
of its allure over the
many years man has
been using it. Today it
still fetches more than
five hundred dollars
per kilo. At present it
is being introduced
to peasant farmers in
Afghanistan to try to
temp them away from
the production of the
poppy crop which has
caused such havoc
throughout the world
when turned into
cocaine. Pilot projects
so far have seen the
farmers gaining higher
returns on the saffron.

once a thriving saffron
area.
Altogether
now there are eighty
producers in the area
and they work cooperatively to market
their product. They
are trying hard to
maintain a very high
quality of saffron
which is the only way
they will be able to
compete with other
larger
producers
such as Iran and
Morocco where labor
is cheaper.
As Didier showed me
around his farm he
explained some of the problems that French
producers face. The steep hills in the area are
heavily wooded and home to herds of wild boar
which dig up the bulbs as do deer and rabbits.
The weather can be unpredictable as saffron
requires a wet spell followed by heat and then a
cold snap.

At one stage saffron was widely produced in
Europe but it is an extremely labor intensive
crop and that is the reason for its high value. This
month saw the start of the saffron festival in the
tiny stone village of Cajarc in south west France.
Here the saffron association, led by Didier Burg,
is trying to reintroduce production to what was
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By far though, Didier’s problems revolve around
the harvesting of the flowers. They grow low to
the ground and can only be picked by hand.
Each flower picked needs to have the three
stigma removed and dried on the same day that
they are harvested.

an hour before using and add only just before
you finish cooking.
It is best to buy the threads rather than the
crushed saffron and the redder the better. Do
not be tempted by cheap offers as saffron is
frequently adulterated with other products
which look similar. Once you have made your
purchase keep in sealed in an air tight container
and wrap it so that it is completely cut off from
any light. In this way you will be able to preserve
your precious purchase for several years.

The day I visited there were only a few dozen
blooms in evidence but as he pointed out, the
next day there might be 150 000 and the day after
that just 10 000. To overcome this problem the
French producers rely on a network of family and
friends who are prepared to
drop whatever else they
might have been doing to
assist in this back breaking
work. It takes 200 000
flowers to produce just
one kilo of saffron.
The spice has a delicate
taste. Use too little and
you will hardly notice it is
there. Use too much and
the meal will become
bitter. To get the best
value from this expensive
ingredient, steep a few of
the dried stigma threads
in warm water, stock or
white wine for at east half
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The festival was a great way to see the many
different ways saffron could be used and it
brought home to me just how versatile a spice
it is. There were saffron cakes, cheeses, oils and
syrups as well as different restaurants where
chefs produced minor gastronomic miracles.

There are synthetic replicas on todays market
but demand for saffron continues to outstrip
production, not only from cooks but also from
the pharmaceutical and dye industries. All in all
this spice looks like it still has a healthy future.

About the Author
Mike has lived and worked in France for the past twelve years.
Although he writes on a broad range of subjects ranging from
nature to gardening, Mike has found himself being drawn
more and more into the field of food writing. Here cooking
goes beyond passion and takes on an almost mythical life
of its own. Such feeling is infectious and when embraced,
provides a wonderful window both into French culture and
the lives of the people that live here.
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